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ABSTRACT

A Mobile Robot is developed to detect and avoid obstacles during its navigation from

one point to another point. The Mobile Robot system is composed of 5 (five) main

parts, which is structure / mechanical part, to do the mechanical part of the robot; sensor

unit part, to detect and send the received signal to the controller part; motor drive part,

to navigate the robot; controller part, acts as a brain of the robot to control all action

taken by the robot; and power supply part, which is used to power up the entire system

of the robot. This project has been assigned to two students so that the scope of works

can be divided into hardware and software implementation. This report will concentrate

on the hardware implementation part including all the circuits used for the system of the

robot. The methods used in this project are literature review, research via the internet

and books, simulation by using certain software and testing the robot system. The

model then is built and its motive is to find its own path and avoid collision in the

designed maze.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Project

Mobile robot can be defined as a robot that can autonomously self move or navigate

from one location to another location, whether it is physically small or large. In order to

complete the robot system successfully, the basic knowledge of programming and

hardware implementation experience are important. Besides, the study about the new

knowledge which is artificial intelligent, fuzzy logic, neural networks, research about

ultrasonic, H Bridge circuit and components needed in the circuits are also leading to

successfully of the project.

The robot consists of 5 (five) major parts as follows:

MOBILE

ROBOT

1 ' ' ' 1 ' ' ' i '

Structure /

Mechanical

Part

Sensor

Unit Part

Motor

Drive Part

Controller

Part

Power

Supply Part

Figure 1: Mobile Robot Major Parts



The structure / mechanical part generally is functioning to give a good structure or

platform for the robot so that the robot is in stable condition. The mechanical part will

be dealing with how the robot is connected between the tires and the DC Motors used in

order to make the robot can navigate. The shaped and the material used for the structure

also will make sense to make the robot cannavigate from one point to another point.

The sensor unit part is function as a detector, which is to detect or sense any obstacles

that it may face and send its detection signal to the Controller part. The controller will

instruct the DC Motors the necessary action based on its program depending on which

sensor is triggered. The amount of sensors also needs to be taken into consideration to

make the robot responses successfully to its surrounding. The type of sensors used for

the robot need to be determined whether to use ultrasonic or infra red sensor.

The motor drive part is function to drive the DC Motors used so that the robot could

navigate from one point to another point. The movement of the robot, weather to move

forward, to move backward, to turn right, or to turn left will be controlled by the

function of H Bridge. The controller will give the input to the H Bridge based on the

sensor triggered so that the H Bridge can do the necessary action weather to move

forward, to movebackward or even stop the robot from moving.

The controller part is the brain of the robot. All the action taken by the robot will be

controlled by this controller. The controller will take input from the sensors, process it

and produce the output to the DC Motors so that the robot will response based on what

is told by the controller. There are many controllers available in the market and the

microcontroller should be chosen based on cost, speed of operation and easy to use.

The power supply part functioned to power up the entire system of the robot. All the

circuits need to be power ON so that all the systems integrated in the robot should

function properly. This can be done by using Sealed Lead Acid (SLA) battery or 9 V

batteries. The 5 V voltage regulators also are needed due to all the digital values need 5

V to be operated.



1.2 Problem Statement

Nowadays there are many robots are implemented. The development of robotics field

has grown very fast in past 10 years and they are implemented to do certain job based

on their condition. For example, the robot could be used for transportation. In Europe,

the mobile robot has been used as transportation in the factory to move small part of

components of the big machine. The robot also can be used for surveillance in a certain

area.

Besides, the robot also can be used for special task. This could be used for rescue

activities. For example, the robot could be used at the war zone to know the situation

there weather it is safe or still in the unsafe condition. The robot also can be used at

disaster area. For example, after earthquake disaster, there are plenty of people trapped

under the fallen building and this robot can be sent to that area to monitor weather there

is still life person or not.

1.3 Significant of the Project

In order to complete the mobile robot, there are many new things and new knowledge

will be dealt with especially the fuzzy logic, neural networks, and sensory system.

Indirectly, this project acts as the research for the future development of making a new

mobile robot with more efficient and innovative.

There are a lot of other universities that is doing research on robotics. Having an in

house design robot will lead to detail understanding of the robot mechanism itself. This

study will lead to further detail development and also application on the in house robots.

The university can use the research material to compete in robotics competition around

the world.



1.4 Objective and Scope of the Study

The Mobile Robot is expected to be autonomously self navigate from one point to

another point. The robot should have an artificial intelligence thatenables it to response

to the environment it faces, detect and avoid any obstacle in its path. The robot also

needs to find its own path when it is put in a designed maze. It should plan its own path

when it is put in the designed maze and avoid collision during its navigation to its final

point.

The scope of study for this project will be discussed as followed:

1.4.1 Structure / Mechanical part

The Mobile Robot will need a structure or a platform for its stability and to place any

components of the circuit on it. The challenge is to design a platform that is tough so

that it can hold heavy load but the material itself is not too much heavy. Heavy weight

for the body will lead to more power consumption and heavier on the design for the

motor and gearing. The effect maybe come from the shaft of the tires, means that it will

cause bend shaft if the load is too much heavy.

1.4.2. Sensor Unit part

Sensors are transducers that can be used to measure some parameters of the

surrounding. This information will be then fed to the controller to be executed to check

for some event that will trigger another event. This is a way for the robot to see its

surrounding. There are many type of sensors but the common one is ultrasonic and infra

red sensors. The difference of these types of sensors is the medium that it used to

propagate, weather it used sound wave to propagate or it used infra red to propagate.

Both of them are still using the same frequency, let say 40 kHz.



1.4.3. Motor Drive part

The design will be concentrating on the robot which navigates by using DC Motors and

tires. The specifications of the DC Motor depend largely on the type of load that the

robot will carry. Besides, the speed of the DC Motor also need to be taken into

consideration because if the DC Motor is too fast, the controller cannot take necessary

action and the speed need to be controlled by using encoder. These will be the major

constraints besides the availability of the component locally. The drive circuit also is

needed to control the current and voltage supplied to the DC Motor and to determine the

rotation of the DC Motor.

1.4.4. Controller part

Controller acts as the brain of the robot. This will be the component that will decide

what to do in conjunction of some event detected by the sensors. The controller will be

able to make some minor decision which eventually will control the movement of the

robot based on its surrounding.

1.4.5. Power Supply part

The power that is being supplied to the all parts of the robot needs to be regulated at a

certain value. This will lead to some design on the power system for the robot. As the

size of the robot is relatively large a fail save mechanism will be implemented to avoid

any hazards to its surrounding. The example of fail safe is the application of fuses.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The research of the robot has been done part by part of the sub component for the robot

such as structure or mechanical, sensor unit, motor drive, controller and power supply

part. This section will cover all these parts in briefly.

2.1 Structure / Mechanical Part

In term of this project, structure can be defined as a platform that can be a place to put

all the components of the circuit. Without this structure, the shape of the robot can not

be built. There are many shapes and sizes for the structure. The design will depend on

the application or the task the robot will do. For example the robot that will be needed

to put into disaster area, it needs to be able to withstand the environment, tough enough

and also light. The shape canbe round or circle which is good for tight spaces. Thisalso

is important for the robot to avoid stuck at maybe at a corner so that it can still navigate.

The shapes and sizes do not matter as long as the drive motor is sufficient to carry the

load. Many robot designers would prefer to use light weight material which is easy to be

shaped into the desired shape. Many of the design uses rounded shape as it will give

better movement in tight space. Method of connecting these parts will be screwmethod.

The mechanical part will be dealing with the components connected between tires and

DC Motors. These parts could be gear, bearing, coupler and others. Basically gear is

needed to slow down or speed up the rotation of the tires when they were connected

with the DC Motors. The coupler usually is used to join in two different or same sizes

of shafts for example to join in shaft of DC Motor with the shaft of tire.



2.2 Sensor Unit Part

Sensors are transducers which are capable of changing one state of energy to another.

This transducer will give output in current or voltage variation. Thus this output can be

sent to the other part of the robot so that this information can be used in order to

manipulate the movement of the robot.

Ultrasonic sensor is common sensor used in robotics. This type of sensors used high

frequency sound burst which is generated at certain frequency. Ultrasonic is sound with

a frequency greater than the upper limit of human hearing (upper than 20 kHz). [8] For

communication, usually the value of frequency that the ultrasonic used is 40 kHz. That

is why many types of transducer used 40 kHz as medium of frequency. Actually the

working principle of the ultrasonic is simple. There are two transducers. The first one is

used for transmitting the signal and the second one is used for receiving the signal. The

transmitter will transmit the signal at certain frequency (ultrasonic sound frequency).

This signal will be bounced back if it hit an object. The bounced echo will be then

picked up by ultrasonic receiver which will give the signal to a set of amplifiers and

finally converted to digital signal by means of comparator or other method. The output

from the ultrasonic can be use as simple to detect obstacle or to be used as ranging

module. In order to use the ultrasonic as a ranging module the output of the receiver

needs to be connected to an analogue to digital converter which is fed to controller. The

controller can then determine the range based on the voltage value on its input.

The advantage of using sound is that it is not sensitive to objects of different colour and

light reflective properties. Keep in mind, however that some material reflect sound

better than others. On the otherhand, there is a material absorb sound completely. In the

long run ortime, I think detection by sound ismore fool proof way togo.ri]



2.3 Motor Drive Part

DC motor drives act as an interface between a controller and the motor. The drive must

match the control signals (voltage and power levels) and signal type (analogue or

digital). The drive produces power conversion, amplification, and sequencing of

waveform signals. The types of DC motor drives include adjustable or variable speed

control, servo control, and integral motion control. Some drives are capable of

delivering adjustable or variable speed control. Important specifications to consider

when searching for DC motor drives include considering whether or not a brushless DC

motor drive or amplifier is needed.

Important operating specifications to consider when searching for DC motor drives

include maximum speed, continuous power, continuous output voltage, maximum

continuous output current, and peak output current. The maximum device speed is the

speed when the drive is burdened with no external forces, such as weight. The

continuous power is the maximum amount of power the device can output

continuously. The continuous output voltage is the maximum voltage the device can

output continuously. The maximum continuous output current is the maximum current

the device can output continuously. Maximum current value may require additional

cooling. The peak output current is the peak current the device can output.[9]

Other important features to consider when specifying DC motor drives include PWM

switching. PWM or switching drives have an output that is pulse width modulated or

switching. An important environmental parameter to consider for DC motor drives is

the operating temperature.

The motor must have sufficient torque in order to move the load. This has been the

great challenge. The numbers of tires also make senses in determining the required

torque for the robot. As to ease of giving mobility, three (3) tires will be used, and two

(2) of them will be coupled with dc motors and another one will be let free as a support.

These combinations have been tested and prove to be workable.



2.4 Controller Part

There are several controllers that can be used to control a robot. There are many types

of microcontroller available in the market such as PIC from Microchip, 68HC11 from

Motorola, 8051 from Intel and many more. The difference is in the architecture and the

language used. The basic and common controller is PIC. There are a few benefits or

advantages by using the PIC microcontroller. They are;

1. Faster speed

-will run faster depending upon the instructions used

2. Lower cost

-save cost compared to the other microcontroller

3. PIC Programming Overview

-simple three step process: write the code, compile the code, and upload the

code into the microcontroller.

RA2

RA3

RA4rrOCKi

Figure 2 : PIC 16F84 Pin Configurations from Microchip
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2.5 Power Supply Part

In many large scale robots, the power of the robot will be supplied by rechargeable

batteries. There are many types of batteries which is suitable for robotics. The different

is with the material that is used for the batteries and also the value of current that the

battery can supply in a specific numbers of periods. The higher value of the current per

hour the longer it can supply power to the robot. The drawback is that the batteries will

need special care such as a specific way of charging and discharging and also the price

is relatively high.

Fail safe is important in robots as it uses a lot of expensive and sensitive components

that might get destroy due to surges or short circuit. Fail safe circuit such as circuit

breaker needs to be put in place to overcome this. Normally the fail safe feature will be

implemented with the voltage and regulator circuit. The circuit will detect any

abnormality and decide tobreak the connection ordo some other preventive measure.[2]

Due to the size of the robot is relatively big, another fail safe will be put in place such as

remote off. This can avoid any unwanted accident due to the robot malfunction or

breakdown. The remote canautomatically turn offthe robot from a certain distance.[2]

11



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

The methodology of the Mobile Robot project is shown in the flow chart below.

Problem Definition
Set the objectives and

goals of the mobile
robot

Identify the solution
Research on related

topics on mobile robot

Verify the solution

Assembly

Implementation of the
subsystem of the mobile

robot

Monitor implementation
and analysis performance of

the mobile robot

Figure 3 : The Methodology of the Mobile Robot Project
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3.1 Tool and Equipment

There are several hardware and software that were used throughout the project

accomplishment. Some of the main components are listed as below:

Hardware

> PIC16F84andl6F877

> 2 DC Motors

> Ultrasonic sensors

> Power Supply (Sealed Lead Acid)

> Perspex (for platform of the robot)

> Mechanical Components (Tires, gear and bearing)

> Electronic Components (Resistor, capacitor, voltage regulator, etc)

Software

> MPLAB

> Visual Basic

> PSPICE

> MultiSim

$.2 Project Work

The project was done in 5 phase which represented as in Figure 4 below. In order to

built a complete mobile robot, there are 5 major tasks was focused on. Under each tasks

there are subtasks that was completed beforeall of them can be attached together.

MOBILE

ROBOT

' • - ' 1 ' ' ' > '

Structure /

Mechanical

Part

Sensor

Unit Part

Motor

Drive Part

Controller

Part

Power

Supply Part

Figure 4 ; Subdivision Of Mobile Robot Project
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3.2.1 Structure / Mechanical Part

The structure or platform for the robot is chosen from the material that is not too

heavy but can hold heavy load. This is due to the load of the robot is approximately

5 kilogram. Sothe plastic Perspex is chosen as a material to build a robot platform.

It is good for the Perspex to be thick enough so that it can hold the heavy load

caused by the robot. For this constraint, 6 mm thickness of Perspex is chosen and

this size is proved workable to hold the load caused by the robot. The shape of the

platform itself also had been decided. The shape should be in round or circle so that

if this robot suddenly touched the obstacle it faces during its navigation, it still can

move and avoid sticking at the obstacle or object. This is due to smooth shaped

surface of the Perspex.

The size of the round shaped is chosen to be 140 mm in radius. There are three (3)

tires used, two (2) are used at the front of the robot and one (1) is used at the back of

the robot. The back tire is used for supporting factor and it can be free move. The

caster wheel is used at the back so that it can freely move. The methods used for

connecting all components connected to the platform are nuts, screw and thread.

Figure 6 : Top view of the Robot
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As shown in the Figure 5 above, the two (2) DC Motors are placed from up to

bottom of the platform. Usually the DC Motors are placed in parallel with the

platform so that they can be easily connected to the tires. But for this design, the

placement of the DC Motors should be in that manner due to too lengthy sizeof the

DC Motors itself, which is around 110 mm. If we want to proceed with the idea of

placing DC Motors in parallel with the platform, we need to increase the size of the

platform. If the platform is too big, it will cause a problem maybe from the weightof

the robot, and also from the power supply. So that is why we put the DC Motors in

that position (from up to bottom).

But for this design, we will face problem on how to connect the DC Motors with the

tires. So we came out with the idea ofusing Bevel gear to connect the DC Motor

with the tire.

3.2.2 Sensor Unit Part

For the sensor unit part, ultrasonic is chosen as a method to detect the obstacle faced

by the robot. The amount of the ultrasonic sensors needed is four (4) and they are

placed at the four side of the platform of the robot. The placement of the sensors are

positioned at the front, back, right and left of the robot.

As shownin the figure below, there are two methods that have been implemented in

the sensor unit part for this robot. The first one is based on amplitude sensitive and

the other one is based on frequency sensitive. Amplitude sensitive showed the

increased in voltage when the sensor detect or face an object a few centimetres in

front of it. The frequency sensitive only received the samevalue of frequency that it

had transmitted. So this is how the sensors detect the object they face and send the

signal to the controller.

16



CONTROLLER

PIC 16F877

COMMUNICATION

From PC To PC

Figure 7 : Block Diagram How the Sensor React

We had decided to use fourdifferent frequencies, which are 37 kHz, 39 kHz, 41 kHz

and 43 kHz. Thus each sensor only can detect the frequency thatit already

transmitted. By doing this, we canspecifically know which part of obstacle we

faced, weather it is coming from front, from back, from left or from right.

3.2.3 Motor Drive Part

Motor drive part consists of DC Motors, tires, gears and bearings. The DC Motor

that is used for this project hadspeed at around 100 rpm. This speed is good for the

robot because it is not too fast so that the speed canbe controlled by the controller if

the controller wants to do necessary action during the navigation. This DC Motor

also has high torque so that it can start to move at heavy load.

17



Figure 8 : DC Motor used for the Robot

To connect between shaft of the DC Motorwith the shaft of the tire, the Bevel gear

is used. This is due to the position of the DC Motor and the tire, which is

perpendicular to the each other. The reason why we used this type of gear is due to

not same size of shafts, meaning that the size of shaft for DC Motor is not same as

the size of shaft of tire. Of course the speed will be slow down because the teeth of

the gear is not the same.

Figure 9 : Bevel Gear



3.2,4 Controller Part

For this controller part, there are two types of controller we used. The first one is

PIC16F877, which is a primary controller. This controller is used for controlling the

rotation of the DC Motor, weather to go forward, to go backward, to turn left or to

turn right. But there is another one controller that we used for this project. We used

PIC16F84 as our secondary controller. This controller is used for controlling the

transmitted time of the sensors.

Figure 10 : PIC 16F84 and PIC 16F877

3.2.5 Power Supply Part

Power supply part consists of sealed lead acid (SLA) which is available in the

market. This is needed for a project that needs to move or navigate from one

location to another location. There are many types of SLA, and it depends on the

value of voltage and current. Besides, we also need to use voltage regulator so that

we can regulate the specific voltage that needed by the certain circuit. This is due to

many circuits in implementing robot project.

Figure 11 : Sealed Lead Acid (SLA)

19



3.3 Robot System

Actually this robot will find its own path, starting from one location and ended at

one location in a designed maze. The user just needs to select the location where it

starts and the location where it stops in a Personal Computer (PC). So the robot will

find itsown path based oneasy togoand short distance.(3]

Starting Point

Figure 12 : Robot as a whole

20



CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4,1 Structure / Mechanical Part

Figure 13 : From Bottom view of the Robot

From the figure above, the shape of the structure itself is round. There is a reason

why the structure platform was shaped in round or circle. The reason is the robot

still can move and does not stuck if it hit the wall or obstacle in front of it. The size

of the round shaped is about 140mm in radius and it is made from 6 mm thickness of

plastic Perspex.

21



The amount of tires of the robot is 3 (three). The two tires at the front of the robot

are connected to the DC Motor. These two motors actually functioned as the

navigation system for the robot. The direction of the DC motors whether clockwise

or anticlockwise will determine the direction of navigation of the robot. By

controlling the direction of the DC Motors, the robot will move whether in the move

forward, move backward, to turn right or to turn left.

At the back of the robot is the location of the caster wheel. This caster wheel

functioned as a supporting wheel.

The platform of the robot also needs to be in stable condition, means that it should

be in parallel with the earthsurface. This is to ensure that the things that we put onto

the platform do not fall down during its static or its navigation.

4.2 Sensor Unit Part

The sensor is reliable to detect an object at a minimum distance of half a meter a

way from the robot. Once triggered, the circuitwill latch the relay to create a high to

low transition which is then detected by the controller. The original circuit needs the

circuit to be powered from a 9 dc volt power supply.

4.2.1 Transmitter Section

For this section, the Timer 555 is used in order to generate sound wave at four (4)

different frequencies. This is due to all the four sensors that are placed at the four

sides of the robot need four different frequencies. The frequency selected for all the

four sensors were determined and we decided to use 43 kHz for in front sensor, 41

kHz for left sensor, 39 kHz for right sensor and 37 kHz for back sensor. Actually

there is range of the selected frequencies used by the all four (4) sensors. We used:

• In front sensor - 42.1 kHz until 44.0 kHz

• Left sensor - 40.1 kHz until 42.0 kHz

• Right sensor - 38.1 kHz until 40.1 kHz

• Back sensor - 36.1 kHz until 38.0 kHz
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Before the selected frequencies are chosen, we need to know the range of frequency

that the transducer is capable of. After testing in the laboratory, the range of the

frequency that is capable of the transducer to carry on is in the range between 36

kHz and 45 kHz.

The components needed for this section is Timer 555 and a few other components

like resistorand capacitor. The voltage supplyneeded is around9 V. The

components needed are shown as followed.

1. Timer 555

2. Variable Resistor (1 k Ohm)

3. Resistor (1.5k Ohm)

4. Capacitor (10 nF)

5. Transmitter transducer

6. Voltage regulator (9 V)

The circuit diagram is shown as followed:

1W""<">J.> <_

Figure 14 : Circuit Diagram for Transmitter Section

(Taken from 555-timer.clarkson.uk.com)
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Based on the circuit diagram showed above, thevalue of the frequency thatwe

wanted can be done byvarying the value ofvariable resistor. Byreferring to the

datasheet provided for the Timer 555 I4], there is an equation to use ifwe want to get
specific value of frequency. Theequation of getting the frequency is shown as

followed:

Fc = 1.44/(Ra + 2Rb)C

where Fc = Cut off Frequency

Ra - Variable resistor (1 k Ohm)

Rb = Resistor (1.5 k Ohm)

C = Capacitor (10 nF)

Another important thing in this section is the dutycycle, D. Thedutycycle is the

proportion of time during which a component, device, or system is operated (see

Figure 15). The duty cycle can be expressed asa ratio orasa percentage. The duty

cycle is given by the ratio between time onand time taken in one cycle orperiod.

The equation of duty cycle for this transmitter section is given as followed:

D = Rb / (Ra + 2Rb)

where D = Duty cycle

Ra - Variable resistor (1 k Ohm)

Rb-Resistor (1.5k Ohm)
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12V

OV

DutyCycle = Pulsa / Cycte T100
Frequency = Cycles / Second

Figure 15 : Duty Cycle

(Taken from www.acroname.com)

During the testing at the laboratory, all the four (4) frequencies that we want to

generate is obtained and is shown in the Table 1 below.

Table 1 : The Value of Frequency Generated

Location of

Sensors

Desired Frequency Actual

Frequency

Duty Cycle

In Front 43 kHz (42.1 kHz to 44 kHz) 44.0 kHz 0.4615

Left 41 kHz (40.1 kHz to 42 kHz) 40.9 kHz 0.4286

Right 39 kHz (38.1 kHz to 40 kHz) 38.7 kHz 0.4032

Back 37 kHz (36.1 kHz to 38 kHz) 36.7 kHz 0.3856

4.2.2 Receiver Section

For the receiver section, the decision has been made to use both amplitude sensitive

and frequency sensitive. Then, the output from these two parts will be ORed by

using OR gate before it is sent to the input of the controller (PIC16F84). This section

is showing us a good result and we decided to use this circuit as our receiver section

for sensor unit system for the robot. When it detects the output will give 0 digital

values and will be sent to the controller. When it will not, the output will give 1

digital value.
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For the amplitude sensitive, actually there are three parts which are amplifier,

rectification and switching network. The components needed for this amplitude

sensitive are as followed:

1. 741 Operational Amplifier

2. NPN 3904 Transistor

3. Capacitors

4. Resistors

5. 4001 Diodes

ty

C2 . R5

HI MWr
•100n 1k

KJ «

R10 <-IOOk

R11

1~Z^

Figure 16 : Amplitude Sensitive Circuit Diagram

When the signal is received at the receiver, usuallythe signal is weak and need to be

amplified first. The signal will be amplified first at the amplifier part. This amplifier

part consists of Operational Amplifier 741. At the end of this part, the signal, which

is in AC signal, will be amplified by the determined gain. The gain at the amplifier

part can be doneby selectedthe valueof resistors based on the equation.
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Then, the signal that already amplified will pass to the rectifier part. This rectifier

part consists of diodes and capacitors. The function of this part is to geta DC value

so that it will be useful to switch the BJT Switching at the next part. The BJT

Switching is used to switch the value of voltage weather zero or digital voltage

(Vcc) value. This value, which is in digital value, then is sent tothe controller part.

AMPLIFIER RECTIFIER BJT SWITCHING

Figure 17 : Parts in Receiver Section

The ultrasonic signal transmitted to the free space will be reflected if there is an

obstacle in front of the transducers. The reflected wave can be detected by the

transducer at the receiver. From the experiment, the reflected signal has certain

amplitude for some distance of the obstacle as shown in the Table 2 below.

Table 2 : Reflected voltage level for different obstacle's distance

Distance between transducers and

obstacle

(m)

>5

0.5

0.3

Reflected Signal

(mV)

50

100

300

450

From the observation, it is found that if there is no obstacle detected in front of the

transducers, the reflected signal has amplitude of 50 mV.

For the frequency sensitive, the main part of the component is Tone Decoder, LM

567. This component actually acts as a bandpass filter. The frequency that it will be

filtered out can be design by using certain formula, and this can be done by
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manipulating the value of resistor and capacitor in the circuit. The formula that is

used to have a cut off frequency is as followed:

Fo = l/[l.lRl.Cl]

where Fo^Cut off frequency

Rl = Resistor

CI - Capacitor

c* c? SIGNAL <»V

IWUT

Figure 18 : Frequency Sensitive Circuit Diagram

(Taken from LM 567 Tone Decoder Datasheet)

The LM 567 needed for this section is four (4) because it needs to detect the

frequency at the value of 37 kHz, 39 kHz, 41 kHz and 43 kHz which was

transmitted at the transmitter part just now.

At the receiver part, especially at the frequency sensitive section, the four (4)

frequencies can be detected at the output of the Tone Decoder, LM 567. The

experiment has been done at the laboratory by applying pure wave frequency

provided by Function Generator to detect the frequencies at the output of the Tone

Decoder, LM 567 [S]. The result is shown in the Table 3 below.
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Table 3 : Frequencies Detected at the tone Decoder, LM 567

Frequency Applied Output at the LM 567

43 kHz 43 kHz

41kHz 41kHz

39 kHz 39 kHz

37 kHz 37 kHz

After testing at the laboratory, itwill give output zero if the selected frequency is

bounced back and will remain output high if anything except the selected frequency

is bounced back.

Then, both the output from amplitude sensitive part and frequency sensitive part will

be combined at OR gate, and the output from OR gate off course will be patched to

the controller, or PIC 16F84. m

Both the output from Amplitude Sensitive and Frequency Sensitive will give value

OV (0 in binary value) if the signal of obstacle has been detected and will produce

value 5V (1 binary value) if the signal is not detected. The result is shown in the

Table 4 below.

Table 4 : Output being sent to the Controller part if obstacle detected

Frequency

(for example)

Output at Amplitude

Sensitive

Output at Frequency

Sensitive

Output send to

Controller part

(Binary Value)

42 kHz 0 1 1

41kHz 1 1 1

32 kHz 0 0 0

38 kHz 0 1 1
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4.3 Motor Drive Part

In order to navigate from one point to another point, the direction of the DC motors

will determine whether the robot will move forward, stop, turn right or turn left. The

directions of the DC motors are controlled by the H Bridge circuit. The Dual Full

Bridge Driver (LM 298) has been used as H Bridge circuit.

The amount of current varies depending on the load of the motor. The more the

weight to the motor the higher the current will be needed to maintain the same

speed. This has been the challenge as the maximum of the rating current design with

no load will be around 100 mA. If the load is taken into consideration, the value of

current will be up to 1 A. However, at this circuit, there are two current sensing

resistors that valued of 10 ohm that will protect the circuit by limits the current flows

through the circuit. Besides, there are 8 (eight) fast recovery diodes that connected

between the DC Motors, functioned as to reduce the spike occurred during the

reverse flow of the current when the motors are rotating.

The Figure 19 below shows the pin configuration of the chip.

/ 1

Multrwatt15
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1

3 LOGIC SUPPLY VOLTAGEVsa

1 «wn^

V

J

1

•*

" " ~3 INPUT 1

1..,J ....,„.3

1

z TAB CONNECTED TO PIN 6

Figure 19 : LM 298 pins configuration

(Taken from LM 298 Dual Full Bridge Driver Datasheet)
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This chip is a high voltage, high current dual full-bridge driver designed to accept

standard TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, DC

and stepping motors. There are two enable inputs that are used to enable or disable

the device independently from the input signals. The emitters of the lower transistors

of each bridge are connected together and the corresponding external terminal can

be used for the connection of an external sensing resistor. An additional supply input

isprovided so that the logic works ata lower voltage.I6]

Basically there are many otheradvantages of this LM 298. They are as follows:

1. Total DC current up to 4 A

2. Low saturation voltage

3. Over temperature protection

4. Logical 0 input voltage up to 1.5 V (highnoise immunity)

The connections between the LM 298 with the other components are shown in the

figure below.

*5V +12 V

Figure 20 : Left and Right DC Motorwith LM 298 Dual Full BridgeDriver
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The H Bridge was design to be able to allow maximum of 4A of current to be

supplied to the DC motors. The amount of current varies depending on the load of

the motor. The more the weight to the motor the higher the current will be needed to

maintain the same speed. This has been the challenge as the maximum ofthe rating

current design will be around 4A. If the current that is being drawn is more than 4A

the currentwill give smokesignals.

The operation of the DC Motors is summarized from the Table 5 below.

Table 5 : The operation ofDC Motors, pins number based on LM 298 pins

Robot move forward direction

Pin Number Voltage (V)

DC Motor

Left Right

5 (input 1) 5 forward

7 (input 2) 0

10 (input 3) 5 forward

12 (input 4) 0

Robot move left direction

5 (input 1) 5 reverse

7 (input 2) 0

10 (input 3) 0 forward

12 (input 4) 5

Robot move right direction

5 (input 1) 0 forward

7 (input 2) 5

10 (input 3) 5 reverse

12 (input 4) 0

Robot stop

5 (input 1) 5 stop

7 (input 2) 5

10 (input 3) 5 stop

12 (input 4) 5
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The external bridge of diodes is madeby four fast recovery elements that must be

chosen as low as possible at the worst case of the load current. These diodes fast

recoveries are connected at the DC Motors. Besides, the non inductive capacitors,

usually 100nF were highlyrecommended to be connected between Vs (pin 4), Vss

(pin 9) to ground.

During the testing at the laboratory, the DC Motor is moving as we want when we

applied the binary value as showed in the Table 5.

4.4 Controller Part

The discussion of this part will be done by my partner, Mr. Wan Mohd Ariff Wan

Nordin, because he is man in charge that handling software part for this Mobile

Robot project, especially in Controller part.

4.5 Power Supply Part

In order to power up the Mobile Robot, supposed the Seal Lead Acid batteries will

be used as the power supply. The 12V that be supplied will be connected to the H

Bridge board (deliver power to the motor) and also to the regulator board which will

supply a regulated 5V to the H Bridge board. The 9V also will be used as a power

unit for sensorunit part. The receiverand transmitter need 9V to operatethe circuit.

The voltage regulator is a built in device which is capable of stepping down DC

voltage to the desired voltage. Internally the circuit consists of transistor which will

open and close in process to regulate the output voltage. If the voltage at the output

is less the transistor will open more thus giving more voltage at the output. In order

to ensure the voltage regulator works at its operating point, a heat sink is attached to

the power regulator package.
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Figure 21 : Voltage Regulator

4.6 Robot System

When all the part has been assembled, the testing of the robot will be done. During

the testing, the robot can navigate from one location to the other location in a

designed maze. The robot can move forward, stop, turn right and turn left. The

movement of the robot is smooth enough and sometimes it still hit the wall in the

designed maze.
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5.1 Conclusion

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND RECCOMENDATION

The implementation of mobile robot system should incorporate several parts;

controller implementation for positioning and navigation, sensory systems,

mechanical unit part and mobile power unit part. The basic knowledge of

programming, hardware implementation experience and able to capture new

knowledge is important to complete the project successfully.

The material of the structure platform is made is not too heavy and stable, meaning

that it can hold the overall weight of robot up to 10 kg. Besides the round shaped of

the platform gives advantage for the robot if it hit the wall during it navigation thus

still can move. The H Bridge design using LM 298 Dual Full Bridge Driver is good

enough and the problem expected coming from the high current drawn if the load is

too heavy. The ultrasonic is the sensor that used for this robot. The challenging part

comes from the sensors itself because the sensor is too sensitive. The circuit of the

ultrasonic has been implemented for both Amplitude and Frequency Sensitive.
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5.2 Recommendations

For the future work, the improvement of the mobile robot design can be done by

including some additional feature so that the design would be more robust and

efficient. The recommendations are suggested as followed:

Structure / Mechanical

For the mechanical structure, it is recommended to use at least a pair of bearing for

both left and right motor so that the effect of shaft loading will not damaged the

shaft coupler and the DC motor's shaft. The robot also should have a cover so that

the internal electronic part can be protected from its environment.

Sensors

The robot currently used the ultrasonic sensor, but one of the difficulties in utilizing

this type of sensor is to get the consistent output from the sensor, another alternative

sensor that can be consider into the design is the infrared sensor. Infrared sensor can

be use as the secondary sensor system if the ultrasonic failed to perform its task.

Motor Drive Part

Instead of the using of bevel gear as a connector between the DC Motor and tire, the

using of coupler also makes sense as a connection between them. This coupler can

be designed at the mechanical laboratory by using aluminium block or other metal

block.

Controller

As the algorithm for the path planning to be implemented, the controller with higher

processing capability must be used, then the controller PIC 16F877 will be used to

have a process as more complex algorithm. PIC 16F877 contain more memory

space, more input and output ports, and other special features. Many applications

can be done to this controller.
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Power Supply

The mobile power supply also can be including with a short circuit protection in

case when the faulty occurs at the load the battery will not be damaged. The

electronic component must also be protected if the power supply accidentally

connected in reverse position. So it is necessary for the mobile power system to have

a reverse polarity protection. Since the power is supplied from a battery, the robot

should also monitor the condition of the input power, so that it can indicate a signal

before it is running out of power.
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55 monolithic timing circuit is a highly stable controller capable
Jucing accurate time delays, or oscillation. In the time delay
of operation, the time is precisely controlled by one external
)r and capacitor. For a stable operation as an oscillator, the
inningfrequency and the duty cycle are both accurately
Ned with two external resistors and one capacitor. The circuit
e triggered and reset on falling waveforms, and the output
ire can source or sink up to 200mA.

TURES

i-off time less than 2u,s

;. operating frequency greater than 500kHz

ng from microseconds to hours

fates in both astable and monostable modes
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istable duty cycle
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perature stability of 0.005% per°C
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Product specification

NE/SA/SE555/SE555C

PIN CONFIGURATIONS

D, N,FE Packages

gnd|J
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j] CONTROL VOLTAGE

F Package

TOP VIEW

I vcc
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^ DISCHARGE
3 NC
1°] THRESHOLD
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DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE DWG#

Plastic Small Outline (SO) Package 0 to +70°C NE555D 0174C

Plastic Dual In-Line Package (DIP) 0 to +70°C NE555N 0404B

Plastic Dual In-Line Package (DIP) -40°C to +85°C SA555N 0404B

Plastic Smail Outline (SO) Package -40°C to +85°C SA555D 0174C

Hermetic Ceramic Dual In-Line Package (CERDIP) -55°Cto+125°C SE555CFE

Plastic Dual In-Line Package (DIP) -55°Cto+125°C SE555CN 0404B

n Plastic Dual In-Line Package (DIP) -55°Cto+125°C SE555N 0405B

Hermetic Cerdip -55°Cto+125°C SE555FE

n Ceramic Dual In-Line Package (CERDIP) 0 to +70°C NE555F 0581B

n Ceramic Dual In-Line Package (CERDIP) -55°Cto+125°C SE555F 0581B

n Ceramic Dual In-Line Package (CERDIP) -55°Cto+125°C SE555CF 0581B
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SOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

SYMBOL

LD

PARAMETER

Supply voltage

SE555

NE555, SE555C, SA555

Maximum allowable power dissipation

Operating ambient temperature range

NE555

SA555

SE555, SE555C

Storage temperature range

Lead soldering temperature (10sec max)

RATING

+18

+16

600

0 to +70

-40 to +85

-55 to+125

-65 to+150

+300

ES:

lejunction temperature must be kept below 125DC for the Dpackage and below 150°C for the FE, Nand Fpackages. At ambient tempera-
res above 25°C,where this limit would be derated by the following factors:

D package 160°C/W
FE package 150X/W
N package 100°C/W
F package 105°C/W
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AND AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
25°C, Vqc = +5V to +15 unless otherwise specified.

YMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS
SE555 NE555/SE555C

UNIT
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

Supply voltage 4.5 18 4.5 16 V

Supply current (low VCC=5V, RL=« 3 5 3 6 mA

state)1 Vcc=15V,RL=« 10 12 10 15 mA

Timing error (monostable) RA=2kf2to100kii

Initial accuracy2 C=0.1uF 0.5 2.0 1.0 3.0 %

'AT Drift with temperature 30 100 50 150 ppm/°C

'AVS Drift with supply voltage 0.05 0.2 0.1 0.5 %N

Timing error (astable) RA,RB=ikfltoiookn

Initial accuracy2 C=0.1uF 4 6 5 13 %

AT Driftwith temperature VCC=15V 500 500 ppm/°C

AVS Drift with supply voltage 0.15 0.6 0.3 1 %/V

Control voltage level VCC=15V 9.6 10.0 10.4 9.0 10.0 11.0 V

Vcc^SV 2.9 3.33 3.8 2.6 3.33 4.0 V

VCC=15V 9.4 10.0 10.6 8.8 10.0 11.2 V

Threshold voltage

VCC=5V 2.7 3.33 4.0 2.4 3.33 4.2 V

Threshold current3 0.1 0.25 0.1 0.25 UA

IG Trigger voltage VCC=15V 4.8 5.0 5.2 4.5 5.0 5.6 V

VCC=5V 1.45 1.67 1.9 1.1 1.67 2.2 V

J Trigger current VTR|G=0V 0.5 0.9 0.5 2.0 uA

SET Reset voltage4 Vcc=15VtVth=10.5V 0.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 V

iET Reset current Vreset=0.4V 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.4 mA

Reset current Vreset=ov 0.4 1.0 0.4 1.5 mA

VCC=15V

lSiNK=10mA 0.1 0.15 0.1 0.25 V

lsiNK=50mA 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.75 V

Output voltage (low) lSiNK=100mA

lSiNK=200mA

VCC=5V

2.0

2.5

2.2 2.0

2.5

2.5 V

V

lS|NK=8mA 0.1 0.25 0.3 0.4 V

lSiNK=5mA 0.05 0.2 0.25 0.35 V

VCC=15V

'soURCE=200mA 12.5 12.5 V

1
Output voltage (high) 'souRCE=100mA

VCC=5V

13.0 13.3 12.75 13.3 V

•souRCE=100mA 3.0 3.3 2.75 3.3 V

Turn-off time5 Vreset=Vcc 0.5 2.0 0.5 2.0 us

Rise time of output 100 200 100 300 ns

Fall time of output 100 200 100 300 ns

Discharge leakage current 20 100 20 100 nA

ES:
upply current when output high typically 1mA less.
jsted at VCc=5V and VCc~15V.
lis will determine the max value of Ra+Rr, for 15V operation, the max total R=10M£2, and for 5V operation, the max. total R=3
pecified with trigger input high.
me measured from a positive going input pulse from 0 to 0.8xVCc into the threshold to the drop from high to low of the output.
ad to threshold.
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1/3 VCC

OvOLTS

NOTE; All resislor values are in SI

SWITCH GROUNDED
AT THIS POINT

DURATION OF

TRIGGER PULSE AS
SEEN BY THE TIMER

Figure 1. AC Coupling of the Trigger Pulse

ger Pulse Width Requirements and Time
tys

o the nature of the trigger circuitry, the timer will trigger on the
;ive going edge of the input pulse. For the device to time out
irly, it is necessary that the trigger voltage level be returned to
voltage greater than one third of the supply before the time out

i. This can be achieved by making either the triggerpulse
ientlyshort or by AC coupling into the trigger. ByACcoupling
gger, see Figure 1, a short negative going pulse is achieved
the trigger signal goes to ground. AC coupling is most
sntly used in conjunctionwitha switch or a signal that goes to
idwhich initiates the timingcycle. Should the trigger be held
/ithout AC coupling, for a longerduration than the timing cycle
jtput will remain in a high state for the duration of the low
r signal, without regard to the threshold comparator state. This
f to the predominance of Q15on the baseofQ16, controlling
ate of the bi-stable flip-flop. When the trigger signal then
is to a high level, the output will fall immediately. Thus, the
t signal will follow the trigger signal in this case.

rt31, 1994 352

Another consideration is the "turn-off time". This is the measurement
oftheamount oftime required afterthe threshold reaches2/3VCc
to turn the output low. Toexplainfurther, C^ at the threshold input
turns on after reaching 2/3 VCc- which then turns on Q5, which turns
on Q6.Currentfrom Q6turns on Q16 which turns Q17 off. This
allows currentfrom Q19 to turnon Q2o and Q24 to given an output
low. These steps cause the 2us max. delay as stated inthe data
sheet.

Also, a delay comparable to the turn-off time is the trigger release
time.When the triggeris low, Q10 is on and turns on Q^ which turns
on Q15. Q.15turnsoff0-16 and allows Q17to turn on. This turns off
current to Q2o and Q24, which results inoutput high. Whenthe
trigger is released, Q10 and Q-n shut off, Q15 turnsoff, Qi6 turnson
and the circuit then follows the same path and time delay explained
as "turnoff time". This trigger release time is very important in
designing the trigger pulse width so as not to interfere with the
output signal as explained previously.
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LM567/LM567C Tone Decoder

General Description
The LM567 and LM567C are general purpose tone decod
ers designed to provide a saturated transistor switch to
ground when an inputsignal is present within the passband.
The circuit consists of an I and Q detector driven by a volt
age controlled oscillator which determines the center fre
quency of the decoder. External components are used to
independently set center frequency, bandwidth and output
delay.

Features
• 20 to 1 frequency range with an external resistor
• Logic compatible output with 100 mA current sinking

capability

Connection Diagrams

Metal Can Package

OUTPUT

Top View

Order Number LM567H or LM567CH

See NS Package Number H0BC

• Bandwidth adjustable from 0 to 14%
• High rejection of out of band signals and noise
• Immunity to false signals

• Highly stable center frequency
• Center frequency adjustable from 0.01 Hz to 500 kHz

Applications
• Touch tone decoding

• Precision oscillator

• Frequency monitoring and control
• Wide band FSK demodulation

• Ultrasonic controls

• Carrier current remote controls

• Communications paging decoders

Dual-ln-Line and Small Outline Packages

OUTPUT
FILTER

IO0P *
FH.TCR

V* '

^

1_ TIMING
CAPACITOR

S TIMING
RESISTOR

Top View

Order Number LM567CM

See NS Package Number M0SA

Order Number LM567CN

See NS Package Number NOSE
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Absolute Maximum Ratings
If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required, Soldering Information
please contact the National Semiconductor Sales Dual-ln-Line Package
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications. Soldering (10 sec.) 260°C

Supply Voltage Pin 9V Smal1 Outline Package
Power Dissipation (Note 1) 1100 mW vfor ™ff <6{> sec'> 215"C

F Infrared 15 sec. 220°C
Vo 15V

See AN-450 "Surface Mounting Methods and Their Effect
v3 —10V on pf0rjuct Reliability" for other methods ofsoldering sur-
V3 V4 + 0.5V face mount devices.

Storage Temperature Range -65°C to +150°C

Operating Temperature Range
LM567H -55°CtO + 125*0

LM567CH, LM567CM, LM567CN 0°C to + 70°C

Electrical Characteristics ac Test circuit, ta = 25°c,v+ = 5v

Parameters Conditions
LM567 LM567C/LM567CM

Units
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max

'ower Supply Voltage Range 4.75 5.0 9.0 4.75 5.0 9.0 V

'ower Supply Current
luiescent

RL = 20k
6 8 7 10 mA

'ower Supply Current
ictivated

RL = 20k
11 13 12 15 mA

iput Resistance 18 20 15 20 kil

Imallest Detectable Input Voltage lL= 100mA,fj = f0 20 25 20 25 mVrms

argest No Output Input Voltage lc= 100mA,fj = f0 10 15 10 15 mVrms

.argest Simuitaneous Outband Signa! to
iband Signal Ratio

6 6 dB

linimum Input Signal to Wideband
loise Ratio

Bn = 140 kHz
-6 -6 d8

argest Detection Bandwidth 12 14 16 10 14 18 % of f0

.argest Detection Bandwidth Skew 1 2 2 3 % of f0

argest Detection Bandwidth Variation with
emperature

±0.1 ±0.1 %rc

argest Detection Bandwidth Variation with
SupplyVoltage

4.75 - 6.75V
±1 ±2 ±1 ±5 %v

lighest Center Frequency 100 500 100 500 kHz

;enter Frequency Stability (4.75-5.75V) 0 < TA < 70
-55 <TA< +125

35 ± 60

35 ± 140

35 ±60

35 ± 140

ppm/°C
ppm/°C

;enter Frequency Shift with Supply Voltage 4.75V - 6.75V

4.75V - 9V

0.5 1.0

2.0

0.4 2.0

2.0

%/v

%/V

astest ON-OFF Cycling Rate V20 fo/20

Xitput Leakage Current V8 = 15V 0.01 25 0.01 25 u-A

)utput Saturation Voltage e, = 25 mV, lQ = 30 mA
6j = 25 mV, l8 = 100 mA

0.2

0.6

0.4

1.0

0.2

0.6

0.4

1.0
V

)utput Fall Time 30 30 ns

Output Rise Time 150 150 ns

Note 1: The maximum junction temperature of the LM567 and LM567C is 150°C, For operating at elevated temperatures, devices in the TO-5 package must be
derated based on a thermal resistance of 150°C/W, junction to ambient or 45°C/W, Junction to case. For the DIP the device must be derated based on a thermal
resistance of 110°C/W, junction to ambient. For the Small Outline package, the device must be derated based on a thermal resistance of 160°C/W, junction to

ambient.

Note 2: Reter to RETS567X drawing for specifications of military LM567H version.



Schematic Diagram
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Typical Performance Characteristics
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Typical Applications
Touch-Tone Decoder

Component values (typ)
R1 6.8 to 15k

R2 4.7k

R3 20k

C1 0.10 mid

C2 1.0 mid 6V

CG 2.2 mid 6V

C4 250 mid 6V



Typical Applications (continued)
Oscillator with Quadrature Output Oscillator with Double Frequency Output

TL/H/6975-B
Connect Pin3 to 2,8V to Invert Output

Precision Oscillator Drive 100 mA Loads

VCO
TCRMINAL

IM56J I

2 6 5 1 JUTJ

a^-p ^-r\Cl

AC Test Circuit
5V

r" r SIGNAL +5V
3 2 INPUT

fi = 100 kHz + 5V
•Note; Adjustlor l0 - 100 kHi.

Cl*

.0033

Applications Information
The center frequency of the tone decoder is equal to the
free running frequency of the VCO.This is given by

The bandwidthof the filter may be found from the approxi
mation

BW = 1070,/—Hn% offn
ff0C2

Where:

Vj = Input voltage (volts rms), Vj s: 200 mV

C2 = Capacitance at Pin 2 (u.F)



Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters)

0.165-0.1 B5

(4.191-4.699)

REFERENCE PLANE -

(H.B90-9.39B)
DIA 0.315-0.335

(B.001-8.609)
DIA

D025 WA>t
-~i UNCONTROLLED(0.635) UflDDlft

IT
-SEATINGPLANE

0.B15-0.040

(0.381-1.016)

0.016-0.019

"* (0.406-0.4B3)

0.195-0.205 DIA

(4.953-5.207) P.C.

DIATYP

Metal Can Package (H)
Order Number LM567H or LM567CH

NS Package Number H08C

t£M NO. 1

I0ENT

Small Outline Package (M)
Order Number LMS67CM

NS Package Number M06A

MM-i.OM)'

ITS!

h.dh w
|0.!M)
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Physical Dimensions inches (millimeters) (Continued)

o.m

(1.337)

PIN NO. 1 IDENT

OPTION 1

0.373-0.4O0

(B.474-19.16)

D.090n
(2786)

Elmnnra
DIA \|

~40D
W&WW

vm± 0.005

(6.3S±D.127)

U-

0.031 ±0.005

0.039

(0.991)

OPTION!
0.145-0.200

(3.603-5.000)

0.130*0.005

"(3.302 ±0.127)

0-W5 I _U U tT| T H.1TB -3.558) ^
90" ±4°

TYP

6.018 ±0.W3

(D.457±D.D7G)

O.tQOi 0.010

(1.143±0.381)

D.DBO

(i.mj"
Molded Dual-ln-Line Package (N)

Order Number LM567CN

NS Package Number NOSE

0.060

(1.524)

LIFE SUPPORT POLICY

NATIONAL'S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT
DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF NATIONAL
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein:

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or
systems which, (a) are intended for surgical implant
into the body, or (b) support or sustain life, and whose
failure to perform, when properly used in accordance
with instructions for use provided in the labeling, can
be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury
to the user.

2. A critical component is any component of a life
support device or system whose failure to perform can
be reasonably expected to causa the failure of the life
support device or system, or to affect its safety or
effectiveness.

^
National Semiconductor
Corporation
1111 West Berdin Road

Arlington. TX 76017
Tel; 1(BOO) 272-9959
Fa*; 1(600)737-7018

National Semiconductor
Europe

Fax: (+49)0-180-530 65 85
Email: cn|wga Slevm2.nsc.com

Deutsch Tal: (+4910-180-530 85 85
English Tal: (+49) 0-180-532 78 32
Francais Tel: (+49) 0-180-532 93 5fl
Italiano Tel: (+49) 0-180-534 16 60

National Semiconductor
Hong Kong Ltd.
13th Floor, Straight Block.
Ocaan Centre, 6 Canton Rd.
Tslmshatsui, Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel: (652) 2737-1600
Fax: (852) 2736-9960

National Semiconductor
Japan Ltd.
Tel; 61-043-299-2309

Fax: 81-043-299-2408

Natonaldoesnola e any responsibilityf« use ol any circuitrydssnibarj, no circuitpatent fcenses era impliadand National therigFit at anyumawrthoul noticelochangesaidcircuityand specifications.
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• OPERATING SUPPLY VOLTAGE UP TO 46 V
. TOTAL DC CURRENT UP TO 4 A

• LOW SATURATION VOLTAGE
. OVERTEMPERATURE PROTECTION

• LOGICAL "0" INPUT VOLTAGE UP TO 1.5 V
(HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY)

DESCRIPTION

The L298 is an integrated monolithic circuit in a 15-
lead Multiwatt and PowerSO20 packages. It is a
high voltage, high current dual full-bridge driver de
signed to accept standard TTLlogic levels and drive
inductive loads such as relays, solenoids, DC and
stepping motors. Two enable inputs are provided to
enable ordisablethedevlcelndependentlyofthe in
put signals. The emitters of the lower transistors of
each bridge are connected togetherand the corre
sponding external terminal can be used for the con-

BLOCK DIAGRAM

L298

DUAL FULL-BRIDGE DRIVER

Multiwatt15 PowerSO20

ORDERING NUMBERS : L298N (Multiwatt Vert.)
L298HN (Multiwatt Horiz.
L298P (PowerSO20)

nection of an external sensing resistor. Anadditional
supply input is provided so that the logicworks at a
lower voltage.

OUT)
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L298

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS

Symbol Parameter Value Unit

Vs Power Supply 50 V

Vss Logic Supply Voltage 7 V

Vi.Van Input and Enable Voltage -0.3 to 7 V

lo Peak Output Current (each Channel)
- Non Repetitive (t = 10Ou-s)
-Repetitive (80% on -20% off; ton = 10ms)
-DC Operation

3

2.5

2

A

A

A

Vsens Sensing Voltage -1 to 2.3 V

Plot Total Power Dissipation (Tease= 75°C) 25 W

Top Junction Operating Temperature -25 to 130 °c

Tstg, Tj Storage and Junction Temperature ^t0to150 °c

PIN CONNECTIONS (top view)

CURRENT SENSING B

3 OUTPUT4

3 OUTPUT 3

1 INPUT 4

3 ENABLE B

e
Vlultiwatt15

J INPUT 3

LOGIC SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vss

3 GND

^ INPUT 2

3 ENABLE A

^ INPUT 1

3 SUPPLY VOLTAGE Vs

13 OUTPUT2

3 OUTPUT 1

ZJ CURRENT SENSING A

z

THERMAL DATA

TAB CONNECTED TO PIN 8

—

GND
j—

1 20

Sense A 2 19

N.C. 3 18

Out1 cz 4 17

Out 2 5 PowerSO20 -j6

vs 6 15

Inpul 1 7 14

Enable A 8 13

Input 2 nn 9 12

GND c= 10 11

GND

Sense B

N.C.

Out 4

Out 3

Inpul 4

Enable B

Input 3

VSS

GND

Symbol Parameter PowerSO20 Multiwatt15 Unit

Rlhj-case Thermal Resistance Junction-case Max. -
3 °c/w

Rthj-amb Thermal Resistance Junction-ambient Max. 13 (*) 35 °c/w

(*)Mounted on aluminum substrate

2/13 *v



L298

PIN FUNCTIONS (referto the blockdiagram)

MW.15 PowerSO Name Function

1;15 2;19 Sense A; Sense B Between this pin and ground is connected the sense resistor to
control the current of the load.

2;3 4;5 Out 1; Out 2 Outputs of the Bridge A; the current that flows through the load
connected between these two pins is monitored at pin 1.

4 6 Vs Supply Voltage for the Power Output Stages.
A non-inductive 100nF capacitor must be connected between this
pin and ground.

5;7 7;9 Input 1;Input 2 TTL Compatible Inputs of the Bridge A.

6;11 8;14 Enable A; Enable B TTL Compatible Enable Input: the L state disables the bridge A
(enable A) and/or the bridge B (enable B).

8 1,10,11,20 GND Ground.

9 12 VSS Supply Voltage for the Logic Blocks. A100nF capacitor must be
connected between this pin and ground.

10; 12 13;15 Input3; Input4 TTL Compatible Inputs of the Bridge B.

13; 14 16:17 Out 3; Out 4 Outputs of the Bridge B. The current that flows through the load
connected between these two pins is monitored at pin 15.

- 3:18 N.C. Not Connected

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Vs ==42V; Vss = 5V, Tj ==25°C; unless otherwise specified)

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit

Vs Supply Voltage (pin 4) Operative Condition ViH +2.5 46 V

Vss Logic Supply Voltage (pin 9) 4.5 5 7 V

Is Quiescent Supply Current (pin 4) Ven = H; lL = 0 V,= L
Vi = H

13

50

22

70

mA

mA

Ven = L V = x 4 mA

Iss Quiescent Current from Vss (pin 9) Ven = H; lL = 0 V = L
V| = H

24

7

36

12

mA

mA

Ven = L V| = X 6 mA

ViL Input Low Voltage
(pins 5,7, 10,12)

-0.3 1.5 V

V|H input High Voltage
(pins 5,7, 10,12)

2.3 VSS V

liL Low Voltage Input Current
(pins5,7, 10,12)

V = L -10 uA

liH High Voltage Input Current
(pins 5,7, 10,12)

Vi=H£Vss-0.6V 30 100 HA

Ven = L Enable Low Voltage (pins 6,11) -0.3 1.5 V

Ven=H Enable High Voltage (pins 6,11) 2.3 Vss V

len = L LowVoltage Enable Current
(pins 6,11)

Van = L -10 HA

'en = H High Voltage Enable Current
(pins 6,11)

Ven = H < Vss -0.6V 30 100 MA

VcEsat(H) Source Saturation Voltage lL = 1A
lL= 2A

0.95 1.35

2

1.7

2.7

V

V

VcEsal(L) Sink Saturation Voltage lL = 1A (5)
Il = 2A (5)

0.85 1.2

1.7

1.6

2.3

V

V

VcEsal Total Drop lL = 1A (5)
Il = 2A (5)

1.80 3.2

4.9

V

V

Vgens Sensing Voltage (pins 1,15) -1 (D 2 V

^7 3/13
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (continued)

Symbol Parameter Test Conditions Min. Typ. Max. Unit

Ti (Vi) Source Current Turn-off Delay 0.5Vito0.9lL (2);(4) 1.5 MS

T2 (Vi) Source Current Fall Time 0.9 h. to0.1lL (2); (4) 0.2 us

T3 (V) Source Current Turn-on Delay 0.5Vito0.1lL (2);(4) 2 us

T4 (V) Source Current Rise Time 0.1 lL to 0.9 lL (2); (4) 0.7 US

T5 (V) Sink Current Turn-off Delay 0.5V|to0.9lL (3); (4) 0.7 us

T6 (V) Sink Current Fall Time 0.9 lL to 0.1 lL (3); (4) 0.25 us

T7 (V) Sink Current Turn-on Delay 0.5Vito0.9lL (3); (4) 1.6 us

T8 (V) Sink Current Rise Time 0.1 lL to 0.9 lL (3); (4) 0.2 us

fc (Vi) Commutation Frequency lL= 2A 25 40 KHz

Ti (Ven) Source Current Turn-off Delay 0.5 Vento 0.9 II (2); (4) 3 us

T2 (Ven) Source Current Fall Time 0.9 lL to 0.1 lL (2); (4) 1 us

T3 (Ven) Source Current Turn-on Delay 0.5Vento0.1 lL (2); (4) 0.3 us

T4 (Van) Source Current Rise Time 0.1 lL to0.9lL (2); (4) 0.4 us

Ts (Ven) Sink Current Turn-off Delay 0.5Vento0.9lL (3); (4) 2.2 us

T6 (Ven) Sink Current Fall Time 0.9 lL to 0.1 lL (3); (4) 0.35 us

T7 (Ven) Sink Current Turn-on Delay 0.5 Vento 0.9 lL (3); (4) 0.25 US

T8(Ven) Sink Current Rise Time 0.1 lL to 0.9 lL (3); (4) 0.1 us

1)1JSensing voltagecan be -1 Vfort ^ 50 usee; insteady state V»rtB min > -0.5 V.
2) See fig. 2.
3) See fig.4.
4}The load must be a pure resistor.

Figure 1 : Typical Saturation Voltage vs. Output
Current.

Figure 2 : Switching Times Test Circuits.
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Figure 3 : Source Current Delay Times vs. Inputor Enable Switching.
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Figure 4 : Switching Times Test Circuits.

Note: For INPUT Switching, set EN =H
For ENABLESwitching, set IN= L
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L298

Figure5 : Sink Current Delay Times vs. InputOV Enable Switching.
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Figure 6 : Bidirectional DC MotorControl.
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Inputs Function

Ven = H C = H;D = L Forward

C = L;D=H Reverse

C = D Fast Motor Stop

Ven = L C = X;D = X Free Running
Motor Stop
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L298

Figure 7 : Forhigher currents, outputs can be paralleled. Takecare to parallel channel 1with channel4
and channel2 with channel 3.
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APPLICATION INFORMATION (Refer to the

1.1. POWER OUTPUT STAGE

TheL298integratestwopoweroutputstages(A;B).
The power output stage is a bridge configuration
and its outputs can drivean inductive load in com-
monor differenzial mode, dependingon thestate of
the inputs. The current that flows through the load
comes out from the bridge at the sense output: an
external resistor (Rsa ; Rsb.) allows todetect the in
tensity of this current.

1.2. INPUT STAGE

Each bridgeis driven bymeans offourgates the in
putof whichare !n1; In2; EnAand In3; In4 ; EnB.
The Ininputs set the bridge state when The En input
ishigh; a lowstateofthe Eninputinhibitsthe bridge.
All the inputs are TTL compatible.

2. SUGGESTIONS

A non inductive capacitor, usually of 100 nF, must
be foreseen between both Vs and Vss, to ground,
as nearas possible to GNDpin. When the large ca
pacitorof the powersupplyis too farfromthe IC, a
second smaller one must be foreseen near the
L298.

The sense resistor, not of a wire wound type, must
be grounded nearthe negative poleofVs that must
be nearthe GND pin of the I.C.

57

block diagram)

Each input must be connected to the source of the
driving signals by means of a very short path.

Turn-On and Turn-Off: Before to Turn-ON the Sup
plyVoltageand beforeto TurnitOFF, the Enable in
put must be driven to the Low state.

3. APPLICATIONS

Fig6 shows a bidirectionalDC motor control Sche
matic Diagram forwhich only one bridge is needed.
The external bridge of diodes D1 to D4 is made by
four fast recovery elements (trr < 200 nsec) that
must be chosen of a VF as low as possible at the
worst case of the load current.

The sense outputvoltage can be used to control the
current amplitude by chopping the inputs, or to pro
vide overcurrent protection by switching lowthe en
able input.

The brake function (Fast motor stop) requires that
the Absolute Maximum Rating of 2 Amps must
never be overcome.

When the repetitive peak current needed from the
load is higher than 2 Amps, a paralleled configura
tion can be chosen (See Fig.7).

An external bridge of diodes are required when in
ductive loads are driven and when the inputs of the
ICare chopped; Shottkydiodes would be preferred.
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L298

This solution can drive until 3 Amps In DC operation Fig 10 shows a second two phase bipolar stepper
and until 3.5 Amps of a repetitive peak current. motor control circuitwhere the current is controlled
OnFig8itisshownthedrivingofatwophasebipolar by the I.C.L6506.
stepper motor; the needed signals to drive the in
puts of the L298 are generated, in this example,
from the IC L297.

Fig9 shows an example of P.C.B.designedforthe
application of Fig 8.

Figure 8 : Two Phase Bipolar Stepper MotorCircuit.

This circuitdrives bipolar stepper motors withwindingcurrents up to 2 A.The diodes are fast 2 A types.

MLF/FUEl

sewsei

CONTROL
SYNC.

HOME

Rsi-RS2 = 0.5ii

D1 toD8 =2 A Fast diodes

8/13

VF<1.2V@I=2A
trr < 200 ns

\K\\h*
5-5BA6/1
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Figure 9 : Suggested PrintedCircuit Board Layoutfor the Circuit offig. 8 (1:1 scale).
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Figure10 : Two Phase Bipolar Stepper Motor Control Circuit by Using the Current Controller L6506.
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L298

DIM.
mm inch

MIN. TYP. MAX. MIN. TYP. MAX.

A 5 0.197

B 2.65 0.104

C 1.6 0.063

D 1 0.039

E 0.49 0.55 0.019 0.022

F 0.66 0.75 0.026 0.030

G 1.02 1.27 1.52 0.040 0.050 0.060

G1 17.53 17.78 18.03 0.690 0.700 0.710

H1 19.6 0.772

H2 20.2 0.795

L 21.9 22.2 22.5 0.862 0.874 0.886

L1 21.7 22.1 22.5 0.854 0.870 0.886

L2 17.65 18.1 0.695 0.713

L3 17.25 17.5 17.75 0.679 0.689 0.699

L4 10,3 10.7 10.9 0.406 0.421 0.429

L7 2.65 2.9 0.104 0.114

M 4.25 4.55 4.85 0.167 0.179 0.191

M1 4.63 5.08 5.53 0.182 0.200 0.218

S 1.9 2.6 0.075 0.102

S1 1.9 2.6 0.075 0.102

Dial 3.65 3.85 0.144 0.152

OUTLINE AND
MECHANICAL DATA
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GF
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DIM.
mm inch

MIN. TYP. MAX. MIN. TYP. MAX.

A 5 0.197

B 2.65 0.104

C 1.6 0.063

E 0.49 0.55 0.019 0.022

F 0.66 0.75 0.026 0.030

G 1.14 1.27 1.4 0.045 0.050 0.055

G1 17.57 17.78 17.91 0.692 0.700 0.705

H1 19.6 0.772

H2 20.2 0.795

L 20.57 0.810

L1 18.03 0.710

L2 2.54 0.100

L3 17.25 17.5 17.75 0.679 0.689 0.699

L4 10.3 10.7 10.9 0.406 0.421 0.429

L5 5.28 0.208

L6 2.38 0.094

L7 2.65 2.9 0.104 0.114

S 1.9 2.6 0.075 0.102

S1 1.9 2.6 0.075 0.102

Dial 3.65 3.85 0.144 0.152

OUTLINE AND
MECHANICAL DATA
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n Diagrams
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Pin Diagrams (Continued)
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1.0 DEVICE OVERVIEW

This document contains device specific information
about the following devices:

• PIC16F873A

• P1C16F874A

• PIC16F876A

• PIC16F877A

PIC16F873A/876A devices are available only in 28-pin
packages, while PIC16F874A/877A devices are avail
able in 40-pin and 44-pin packages. All devices in the
PIC16F87XA family share common architecture with
the following differences:

• The PIC16F873A and PIC16F874A have one-half

of the total on-chip memory of the PIC16F876A
andPIC16F877A

• The 28-pin devices have three I/O ports, while the
40/44-pin devices have five

• The 28-pin devices have fourteen interrupts, while
the 40/44-pin devices have fifteen

• The 28-pin devices have five A/D input channels,
while the 40/44-pin devices have eight

• The Parallel Slave Port is implemented only on
the 40/44-pin devices

TABLE 1-1: PIC16F87XA DEVICE FEATURES

PIC16F87XA

The available features are summarized in Table 1-1.
Block diagrams of the PIC16F873A/876A and
PIC16F874A/877A devices are provided in Figure 1-1
and Figure 1-2, respectively. The pinouts for these
device families are listed in Table 1-2 and Table 1-3.

Additional information may be found in the PICmicro®
Mid-Range Reference Manual (DS33023), which may
be obtained from your local Microchip Sales Represen
tative or downloaded from the Microchip web site. The
Reference Manual should be considered a complemen
tary document to this data sheet and is highly recom
mended reading fora better understanding of the device
architecture and operation of the peripheral modules.

Key Features PIC16F873A PIC16F874A PIC16F876A PIC16F877A

Operating Frequency DC-20 MHz DC - 20 MHz DC - 20 MHz DC - 20 MHz

Resets (and Delays) POR, BOR
(PWRT, OST)

POR, BOR
(PWRT,OST)

POR, BOR
(PWRT,OST)

POR, BOR
(PWRT,OST)

Flash Program Memory
(14-bit words)

4K 4K 8K 8K

Data Memory (bytes) 192 192 368 368

EEPROM Data Memory (bytes) 128 128 256 256

Interrupts 14 15 14 15

I/O Ports Ports A, B, C Ports A, B, C, D, E Ports A, B, C Ports A, B, C, D, E

Timers 3 3 3 3

Capture/Compare/PWM modules 2 2 2 2

Serial Communications MSSP, USART MSSP, USART MSSP, USART MSSP, USART

Parallel Communications — PSP _ PSP

10-bit Analog-to-Digital Module 5 input channels 8 input channels 5 input channels 8 input channels

Analog Comparators 2 2 2 2

Instruction Set 35 Instructions 35 Instructions 35 instructions 35 Instructions

Packages 28-pin PDIP
28-pin SOIC
28-pin SSOP
28-pin QFN

40-pin PDIP
44-pin PLCC
44-pin TQFP
44-pin QFN

28-pin PDIP
28-pin SOIC
28-pin SSOP
28-pin QFN

40-pin PDIP
44-pin PLCC
44-pin TQFP
44-pin QFN
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